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October 06, One of the greatest college basketball players ever, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar shows off his talent. We
looked at the 25 greatest college basketball players in the history of the game, regardless of how their
professional career â€” or lack thereof â€” turned out, with a minimum of 60 games played in the NCAA. His
best season came as a junior, when he averaged 21 points, 9. Reeves was the Big 8 Player of the Year twice.
The Terrapins were that year, but again lost in the Sweet 16 â€” this time to Connecticut. His best season in
college was his senior year, when Van Horn averaged 22 points and 9. He played four seasons in college,
averaging Even at a small school, Simmons gained notoriety in his senior season for leading the Explorers to
a regular-season record heading into the NCAA Tournament. That season Simmons averaged La Salle lost in
the second round of the tournament that March to fifth-seeded Clemson. By his junior season in â€”94,
Murray was playing That earned Cal a No. In that game, Murray shot just 6-for from the field while teammate
Jason Kidd was just 4-for McCollum is making a name for himself. During his collegiate career, McCollum
averaged His best season came as a senior, when he knocked down He was best known in college for his
junior season, however, when Lehigh made the NCAA Tournament as a seed and upset Duke in the first
round. Although he played only Marshall played three years at UConn. In his junior season he broke out for
He led the team to the Big East Conference title in â€”94 and a No. He ended up in the basketball Hall of
Fame, but his bright NBA career was cut short due to chronic injuries. Sampson was also a good college
basketball player, and the Houston Rockets were justified in taking him No. He was a three-time Naismith
Award winner and a two-time Wooden Award winner. Glen Rice Glen Rice talks to reporters. Rice averaged
24 points and 6. Hansbrough had his best season as a junior, averaging It ended up working out well for him,
as they won the National Championship the next year. Michigan State guard Shawn Respert. In his senior
season, Respert averaged While at Creighton, McDemott averaged His senior season was his best year, when
he put down an average of The Blue Jays earned a No. In their first-round victory over Louisiana-Lafayette,
McDermott dropped 30 points. Not too long after the Boston Celtics drafted him No. But Bias was an
excellent player at Maryland, playing all four years and averaging Christian Laettner Christian Laettner was
an excellent player at Duke. But Laettner was so much more than just one amazing shot. He finished his
four-year career at Duke with averages of He was one of the greatest college basketball players in the country
by the time he was a senior, sporting averages of For his overall numbers, Redick had During his senior
season, he dropped Even at just 6-foot-4, Redick was a unique scorer with an ability to shoot from long-range
that has translated well to the NBA game. During that time he averaged They were a No. Freeman Williams
World B. Free of the Houston Rockets looks to shoot during a game. Free , went to a small college in Portland
State. Playing there for four years from â€”78 also allowed Williams to put up some major stats, averaging As
a junior, however, Williams dropped an insane A member of the basketball Hall of Fame, Thompson played
three seasons at North Carolina State from with averages of In his junior season Thompson led NC State to a
record and a win in the title game over Marquette. His best year came as a senior when he averaged He was
undersized for his position, standing 6-footâ€”7 and playing center for his team. But he was really good,
nonetheless. In his junior season, Gathers averaged The unfortunate part of the story is that Gathers had a
heart condition, and it caused him to collapse and die during a game against Portland State in March
Nonetheless, he was one of the greatest college basketball players in history. In 87 total games, Walton
averaged The game was different then, to be sure, but a player averaging over 40 points without the help of a
three-point line is absurd to think about. He absolutely dominated the competition , averaging
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Where do LeBron, Curry rank? The players out on that floor, in those jackets, made for a surreal collection of
talent representing past and present. Taking the average ranking of our seven panelists, we came to the
conclusion that nine active players have done enough to earn a spot on the all-time top 50 list, while 19
players from the original list -- including Robert Parrish, Bill Walton, Tiny Archibald and James Worthy -have fallen out. And so, without further ado, let the debating begin as we present to you a revised ranking of
our 50 greatest players in NBA history. Kawhi Leonard At 25, he is the youngest player on this list, and he has
already drawn Michael Jordan comparisons. This is absolutely nuts for a player who was drafted No. Leonard
won Finals MVP in his third season, has two Defensive Player of the Year awards already and has grown into
not only the premier wing defender in basketball, but one of the best all-around offensive players, too. There
are some other current names that were just short of Leonard on our list -- Tony Parker, Vince Carter, Russell
Westbrook, but Kawhi got the nod for his all-around impact and hyper-efficient production. Dwight Howard
The winner of three straight Defensive Player of the Year awards from to , Howard was perhaps the most
dominant defensive center since Bill Russell. While his post game has deteriorated as he has lost a few steps
athletically, there was a time when he could destroy defenses with a simple drop step and a dunk. He battled
all of the greatest scorers of his generation, and he always held his own. Far from just an explosive dunker, he
could score from just about anywhere. From to â€” 10 full seasons! Teammates marveled at his ability: Doc
Rivers recently told ESPN they assumed he was working on his game in secret because of the way he
improved all the time without doing much at practice. Reggie Miller Eight points, nine seconds. The Spike
Lee feud. Miller shot better than 40 percent from 3-point range in 10 seasons, and still averaged Allen in his
prime could score with the best of them and he was never considered a minus-defender until age robbed him
of his athleticism. In fact, want a reminder of a young Ray Allen? Check out the first play on this clip.
Arguably the greatest shot in Finals history, it tied Game 6 in the waning seconds with Miami on the brink of
elimination. Ray Allen was a killer who always made the teams he was on infinitely better. Bob Pettit You can
argue that Bob Pettit was the first true stretch four. He made 11 All-Star teams despite lacking the reward of
the 3-point line for his limitless range. Nor was he merely a scorer -- despite playing mostly facing the basket,
he grabbed Remarkably, despite the presence of Larry Bird and Robert Parish, McHale found a way to shine,
earning seven All-Star appearances, scoring with remarkable efficiency leading the league in field goal
percentage twice , and generally doing everything required of the power forward position without getting in
the way. He was a Karl Malone without the offensive centerpiece freedom. George Gervin So smooth, such
grace and agility, so much more than that trademark finger roll. Nobody could keep Gervin from getting to his
spot, not at the hoop or from that deadly mid-range. Even in that final season for the Bulls, Gervin averaged
Gary Payton The Glove. He would make two more appearances late in his career with the Lakers and Heat,
winning a title as a role player in In his prime, Payton was sheer havoc on both ends of the floor, and his
combination with Shawn Kemp made the Sonics one of the most entertaining teams of the decade. Payton was
a nine-time All-Defensive Team player, and the cherry on top is that he goes down as arguably the greatest
trash talker to ever step on an NBA court. Elvin Hayes Nobody could stop Elvin Hayes. He scored 39 and
grabbed 15 rebounds against Kareem Abdul-Jabbar in , during his college days, to help Houston beat UCLA
in the first nationally televised college basketball game, a game that put the sport on the map. He led the NBA
in scoring with He averaged a double-double in 12 separate seasons, leading the league in rebounding twice.
And nothing kept him from the court. His career low for games played in any of his 16 seasons? Eight of those
years, he played the full 82, the last time at age The ultimate power forward. Schayes, an ox-strong 6-foot-7,
could bang with anybody, with his toughness and skill level best exemplified by the year he played with a
broken shooting arm, learning how to shoot with his off hand and becoming even harder to guard. Long live
the granny shot. Paul Pierce The Truth. No historical seasons of statistical excellence relative to the rest of the
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league. No specific category he was dominant in. How does Pierce finish here? On his own, he dragged the
early Boston teams to the playoffs, and late, making big play after big play for the Celtics and even the Nets
and Wizards. Pierce is one of the most clutch players of his generation, and never failed to defend at a high
level. A capable playmaker, shooter and finisher, Pierce was someone who could take over the game like few
could. George Mikan It is difficult to overstate how dominant he was in his era. These two facts make it
almost impossible to rank Mikan, who completely destroyed defenses with a combination of height and skill
that had never been seen before. Perhaps his greatness is most easily measured by his lasting influence on the
sport: The league widened the lane and introduced a second shot clock because of him, and every semi-serious
basketball player knows what the Mikan drill is. Bob Cousy Did you know he averaged Cousy was not just
the fancy passing whiz who confounded defenses with his ball-handling ability that was way ahead of its time;
he could also get buckets for himself just about whenever he needed. When you see all these whirling point
guards of today with their fancy dribbling and flashy passing, think of Bob Cousy. He was one of the most
influential guards ever. He could dominate a game scoring and passing -- in he averaged Nobody his size took
more punishment than Iverson, who had an unparalleled ability to get in the paint, challenge the giants, fall to
the floor and jump right back up and do it again. His inefficiency on offense means he is viewed less favorably
in the age of advanced statistics than he was during his prime, but there is no denying the impact he had on the
game nor the fearlessness he displayed on the court. That Sixers team is in the conversation for least-talented
teams to ever make the Finals. Iverson dragged them there, and even got them a win against a great Lakers
team with the famous Tyronn Lue step-over. A great scorer, an MVP, a Philadelphia legend forever, and most
importantly, the man who crossed Michael Jordan into oblivion. John Havlicek The foundational Celtic. Walt
Frazier The finest Saluki of all-time ask contemporaries about that first moment watching his wizardry in
college at Southern Illinois , Walt Frazier is the real hero of the Willis Reed Game. Frazier was a true combo
guard, capable of getting his and finding everyone else as the situation dictated. Plus, his post-career work is
the stuff of legend. His New York teams were built around his physicality, scoring ability and intimidating
presence on defense. People tend to mistake his unorthodox jumper for a lack of fundamentals and skill. With
10 All-Star appearances, six All-NBA selections and nine All-Defensive team selections, he is one of the most
accomplished players of his generation. He should get bonus points for adjusting to life as a role player late in
his career, helping the Dallas Mavericks to a title and becoming an excellent spot-up 3-point shooter. Check
out Kidd going head-to-head against the next guy on this list , two of the greatest point guards to ever play:
Steve Nash Nash, despite being beloved by everyone who played with, coached or covered him, remains a
divisive figure in any all-time conversations, be it for all-time players or point guards. But while Nash finished
third all time in assists, his lasting legacy is what the Seven Seconds or Less Suns did. Neither do the Spurs.
Nash goes down as one of the most fun players to watch in history. David Robinson The Admiral. He played
at his peak level from to , with one season lost to injury. In there was his MVP season, when he averaged 30
and 11 with three blocks per game. Elgin Baylor This time All Star scored more than 27 per game despite
playing without the 3-point shot and alongside stars like Jerry West and Wilt Chamberlain. Baylor was
unfairly tagged with a reputation for failing to win the big one, ignoring things like his eight NBA Finals runs
and going up against the Boston Celtics. Remarkable, classic small forward. Dwyane Wade Our Matt Moore
is adamant Wade is a three-time NBA champion, though he was only the best player on one of those teams.
His season 30 points, 5. He is an undeniable future Hall of Famer. Kevin Durant Durant, much like Wade,
might be underrated here. He has an MVP, a Finals appearance, four conference finals appearances with
another likely coming this season , four scoring titles and another second-place finish in while shooting the
revered mark of 50 percent from the field, 40 percent from 3, 90 percent from the line. John Stockton The
correct entry here is simple: What he was was efficient, precise and mean-as-all-get-out. Players still shake
their heads in awe of how, ahem, intense Stockton was on the floor. He could bend the rules from time to time.
An Iron Man competitor who only missed 22 games in 19 years, Stockton also goes down as the all-time steals
leader. But again, the passing is what everyone will remember. Jordan was always great, and in fact had better
individual seasons before Pippen arrived. But Pippen was a sublime passer, maybe the best wing defender in
NBA history, and he dunked on folks with no regard for their dignity.
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Share1 Shares 3K While I am not a sporting person, I certainly can appreciate the great moments that sports
has given to history. This is but a drip in the ocean of many such moments. Remember, if you can think of
others that you believe deserve a place here, or should be considered for a second list, tell us in the comments.
The Catch is widely regarded as one of the most memorable events in NFL history. Montana threw a high pass
to the back of the end zone. The Hand of God, one of the most controversial goals, was scored as the result of
an illegal but unpenalised handball by Diego Maradona in the quarter-final match of the FIFA World Cup
between England and Argentina. Maradona then began his metre, second dash towards the English goal,
leaving behind five English outfield players Hodge, Beardsley, Reid, Butcher and Fenwick as well as
goalkeeper Peter Shilton to make the score 2â€”0 to Argentina. Rocky Marciano Retires As Heavyweight
Champ Undefeated at was the heavyweight champion of the world from to Marciano, with forty-three
knockouts to his credit Strug thus limped slightly to the end of the runway for her second attempt. She landed
the vault briefly on both feet, almost instantly hopping onto only her good foot. Strug raised her arms after her
vault, saluting the judges. She then needed assistance off the landing platform due to the injury. The
completed vault received score of 9. In the United States at this time, many white people believed that blacks
and whites should be segregated or kept apart in many aspects of life, including sports. Destroying the last
record by about 2 ft. The record stood for 23 years until Mike Powell broke it by only 2 inches in Over a
season span between and , he played in 2, consecutive games. Lou Gehrig became a symbol of what sports,
and maybe life is all about. The race to break the record first became a media spectacle as the lead swung back
and forth. On September 8, at 8: The Dodgers and Giants split the first two games. This forced the decisive
contest on October 3rd at the Polo Grounds. The Giants win the pennant! With 46 seconds left, Chamberlin
had 98 pts. Chamberlain got free from the five Knicks, jumped high and stuffed the ball through the hoop for
an alley-oop slam dunk to hit the century mark. The arena exploded in a frenzy. Over spectators stormed the
floor, wanting to touch the hero of the night. According to the NBA, play was halted and never resumed.
Given the circumstances and rivalry, the wild game that preceded it, the very unusual way in which The Play
unfolded, and its lingering aftermath on players and fans, it is recognized as a highly memorable play in
college football history and among the most memorable in American sports. He and other government
officials had high hopes German athletes would dominate the games with victories. Owens surprised many by
winning four gold medals. Michael Phelps wins 8 Gold Medals at the Olympics In the Summer Olympics,
Michael Phelps won 8 gold medals, the record for the most medals won at a single olympics. With this record,
he surpassed Mark Spitz, who had held the previous gold medal total with the seven. In the Olympics Michael
Phelps set 7 new world records, only missing the m Butterfly, where he beat Milorad? Michael Jordan played
his last game with the bulls in Game 6 of the NBA Finals at the Delta Center, the Chicago Bulls led the series ,
but trailed the game with 10 seconds left. Jordan started to dribble right, then crossed over to his left. Jordan
then released a shot that would be rebroadcast innumerable times in years to come. The perfect way to go out.
We can all just pretend the wizards never really happened. The Soviet and American teams were natural rivals
due to the decades-old Cold War. In the final seconds of the game the crowd began to count down the seconds
left. Morrow, up to Silkâ€¦five seconds left in the gameâ€¦Do you believe in miracles? This victory was voted
the greatest sports moment of the twentieth century by Sports Illustrated. The most controversial event in
modern sports, the fight was stopped at the end of the third round, with Tyson disqualified for biting Holyfield
on both ears. The first time he bit him they stopped the match but later resumed. However after the match
resumed Tyson did it again except this time he got disqualified and Holyfield won the match.
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Also, his career totals were inflated by the fact that he played roughly 10, years in the NBA. Nevertheless, he
was an awesome force who dominated the sport for two decades and perfected the sky hook, one of the most
gorgeous shots the game has ever seen. Plus, he was hilarious in Airplane! The Spurs dominated the finals to
beat the defending champion Heat four games to one. Yes, they played the kind of slow-paced ball that put
most fans to sleep by the third quarter, but there was often a thing of pure beauty hidden among the tire-fire of
a 78â€”71 final score: While his famously vanilla playing style and quiet demeanor kept him from having a
cultural impact similar to the other greats, his four championships, 14 All-Star Games, and two NBA MVP
awards are indisputable evidence of his fantastic ability. He racked up three championship rings and 12
All-Star appearances in his injury-shortened year career. Bill Russell Bill Russell, mids. He won a league title
in all but two of his 13 seasons as a member of the Boston Celtics. The Celtics had played for 10 seasons
before Russell joined the team, never once reaching a championship series in that time. Oscar Robertson Oh
jeez, this guy. Oh, and the time All-Star also helped initiate true free agency into the NBA through a landmark
antitrust suit, an accomplishment just as impressive as his jaw-dropping on-court exploits. Wilt Chamberlain
Wilt Chamberlain right , The four highest all-time NBA single-season scoring averages all belong to
Chamberlainâ€¦in his first four professional seasons. The most notable of his scoring feats came on March 2, ,
when he put up an astounding points in a game, an NBA record that will likely never be broken. In addition to
his unprecedented prowess at putting up points, Chamberlain was also the only person to grab more rebounds
per game than Bill Russell The one time in his year career that he was not an All-Star was in , a season in
which an injured Chamberlain was limited to just 12 regular-season games and yet he still managed to will his
team to the NBA finals upon his return. But he was so much more than a dazzling smile. Lakers teams that
captured five championships during his 13 years with the franchise. Famously, he played center in place of the
injured Abdul-Jabbar in the title-clinching game six of the NBA finals as a year-old rookie. So, yeah, Magic
Johnsonâ€”neat guy. Most famous player ever? Most important player ever? Most obsessively competitive to
the detriment of ever having normal human relations with anybody? But, well, he played alongside another top
talent in Scottie Pippen and was coached by the strategic genius Phil Jackson during his most productive
years. He was amazing, but he had a lot of help, at least more than the last guy on this list. Through the
publication of this list, James has averaged a Robertson-esque When people knocked him for not winning
championships early in his career, they overlooked that he almost single-handedly took an overmatched
Cleveland Cavaliers squad to the NBA finals at just 22 years old. Pretty much all you can ask for from the best
ever, no?
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